
TEEST English Assessment is an online English language proficiency assessment designed to 
quickly, accurately and reliably measure learners' English language competency. TEEST 
focuses on the language skills needed to successfully function in everyday general and non-
technical business situations.

TEEST is designed for high schools, 
universities, vocational training colleges, 
language schools, government offices and 
companies in which the English language is 
widely spoken. Participants do not require 
any prior knowledge of the assessment or 
to attend costly preparation courses. The 
TEEST measures current functional 
knowledge of English without the need for 
lengthy theoretical and expensive 
standardised tests.  

The TEEST English Assessment is 
designed to measure competency in 
English listening, reading, grammar and 
language knowledge for general and non-
technical business communication.

Learners can take the TEEST as many 
times as they like. An algorithm draws 
questions of a pre-defined level of 
difficulty randomly from a large 
question bank. Each test session will 
be a different, but equally accurate 
measurement of proficiency.

Learners can be assured of an accurate 
result as the assessment has been 
developed through a comprehensive 
statistical analysis at both test and question 
level resulting in a strong correlation in the 
results of the TEEST and other 
standardised measurements of English 
proficiency (CEFR, IELTS, TOEFL, TOEIC).

About TEEST English Assessment Tests and analysis

TEEST English Assessment

*TOEIC® is a registered trademark of the Educational Testing Service (ETS). Tracker for the TOEIC®  is not endorsed or approved by ETS.

Recommended Study: General and 
non-technical business English. 

Components: Mobile compatible 
lessons.

CEFR: A1 - C2 
TOEIC®: 250 - 900*, IELTS 1 - 9

Duration: 45 Minutes (covering Grammar 
& Structure, Reading and Listening)

TEEST is frequently used in educational 
environments as a placement, progress or 
post training assessment and by employers 
as a recruitment tool, to establish 
organisational English language 
competency benchmarks, to identify 
employees in need of training and to 
determine readiness for overseas training 
courses or positions.
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Assessment Flow example:

Simple registration 
process ensures 

learners are up and 
running quickly and 

efficiently.

Intuituve user 
interface and clear 

instructions for each 
section of the 
assessment

On completion of 
assessment learners 

receive certificate 
and results summary.

Vocabulary, language 
structures. reading 

and listening extracts 
are presented in real 

world context 

TEEST English Assessment features: 

t Reliable, accurate, secure assessment
results. 

t Fast, efficient diagnostic test (takes only
45 minutes to complete). 

t Draws questions randomly, but fairly

t Automatic emailing of assessment
results with printable certificate and 
results summary. 

t Can be customised and whitelabelled
for each organisation.

from an extensive question bank ensuring
the assessment is different each time is is 
taken. 

Assessment Flow

The assessment follows a systematic approach, and is broken down into 4 sections 

(Picture Questions, Grammar and Structure, Reading, Listening).

SECTION 2 - Grammar & Structure




